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ABSTRACT
The Online food delivery services market was valued at US$ 81.56 Billion in
2017 and will be growing at a CAGR of 9.8% during the forecast period from
2018 to 2026.
In recent years, online food delivery has witnessed rapid growth. The rise of
digital technology has reshaped the food delivery services market and
consumers expect the same convenience and transparency which they are
accustomed to while shopping online through apps or websites.
Adequate funding and investments in this market space have been one of the
most prominent factors aiding the online food delivery services market
growth. The popularity of online food delivery services has been mostly the
result of the numerous benefit it renders such as doorstep delivery, attractive
discounts, rewards & cashback offers, and various payment options.
By far, the most common form of delivery is the traditional model, in which
the consumer places an order with the local pizza parlor or Chinese restaurant
(although many other kinds of restaurants, particularly in urban areas, now
offer delivery) and waits for the restaurant to bring the food to the door. This
traditional category has a 90 percent market share, and most of those orders
almost three-quarters are still placed by phone.

However, as in so many other sectors, the rise of digital technology is
reshaping the market. Consumers accustomed to shopping online through
apps or websites, with maximum convenience and transparency, increasingly
expect the same experience when it comes to ordering dinner.
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ABSTRACT
Yemeğini Seç aims to become the first decentralized service that allows
customers to order food from restaurants online in turkey and have it
delivered by couriers. Yemeğini Seç technical architecture is based on smart
contracts.
Yemeğini Seç business model relies on fair wealth distribution and a dynamic
commission rate adjusted to structure costs.
Business development of Yemeğini Seç is made possible through independent
users, the Yemeğini Seç ambassadors, who will canvass their local businesses
and introduce them to the platform.
To fund this project, a pre-sale and a token sale will take place in 2020. During
this token sale, participants will be able to exchange Ether for Yemeğini Seç, a
token that fuels the platform.
This document will explain the philosophy of the project, its market, the
technical solution and the team behind the project.
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MISSION
Cryptocurrencies have not reached their limits yet. They mainly function as
investments or rather as a speculation medium and only for a few people as
a means of payment. The adaption of the wide mass is essential if we want
to push the decentralization with its advantages, visions, and mindset to its
limits. The full potential and price stability show up when cryptocurrencies
are used as a method to pay daily.
Our mission is to establish cryptocurrencies in millions of people's everyday
life's
This is the goal we want to achieve with DGPE. Our food delivery platform
(Yemeğini Seç) is built on smart contracts on the Ethereum network. Our
DGPE token will be a native currency on our platform and opens many more
features for token holders. Customers can use DGPE tokens as a payment
option and get discount prices

VISION
The vision is a decentralized structure with a design that will be developed
gradually. a platform built on transparency, trust, and a reliable service
approach. We believe that by providing an app with a lower fee, we will help
these small businesses(restaurants) and also establish a good working
relationship with them.
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CHANGING WORLD AND HABITS
Especially in the last quarter of our century, technological developments, media
coverage of the world, the end of the cold war, communication and travel
opportunities that bring people closer to each other, began to create common
morals and lifestyles in the world. Multinational structures established for profit
or charity opened doors all over the world and began to disseminate these
common forms systematically. Being able to see the lives in other countries
from the films we watched or the social media we use enabled us to select the
values that we accept right from them and to adopt these general principles as
national values through legal regulations.
If you had gone to China, remote Asia or a country of Africa until 30 years ago,
the choices would have forced you to eat. Wherever you go, restaurants such as
Mc Donalds, Burger King, KFC, Starbucks and Pizza Hut are common dining
places where you go. Or IKEA when you want to buy furniture, Swatch when you
want to buy watches, BMW, Mercedes, Toyota, etc, when you want to buy cars,
clothing stores allow you to find the same product anywhere in the world.
With the industrial and technological revolution and globalization, the urban
living spaces began to intensify. Urban culture has created people full of office
and business life where time is valuable instead of traditional life. Many things,
including ironing, housekeeping, not being able to cook have become
outsourced services.
In our changing world; In the past, instead of the women who were present to
serve the home and the family, an individual came into the social, business life,
made decisions and had rights. Marriage institutions have started to turn to
equal responsibility instead of men who are acting according to the consent of
both parties and waiting for services at home in the evening.
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Adding to this, shorter marriages and late marriages, people are now looking for
professional services rather than nuclear families to expect the services they
need, and to facilitate options outside of the business.
Cooking for hours and getting pleasure in this is going to be defined as a passion
or a hobby for a busy person, and the options that are usually provided quickly
from outside take the biggest share in daily consumption. Our age is now where
new values are formed and where values merge with technology. In a new world
where we devote more time to our smart devices than our loved ones, online
life and online consumption will inevitably be indispensable with all its layers.
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ONLINE ORDERING WORLD
In our world, which has changed with the age of information and technology and
change is quietly becoming a part of our lives, our old habits are now being
replaced by new options. Today, societies are becoming more and more
preferable to meet their needs through online platforms. Combined with
technology, the financial and logistic sector is now able to bring every product we
want, including payment, to our door, and we can have any product we want
without any physical communication with anyone.

Yemeğini Seç

Likewise, in city life combined with the development of technology, we can reach
thousands of meals online from hundreds of restaurants around us by pressing a
few keys without leaving our house or workplace. Also, we can reach the
comments made about the restaurant or food, we can review the images and
content, and with a few keystrokes can come to our door in a little time.
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In the early 2000s, the first examples of online food ordering applications were
predominantly meeting a hedonic expectation, and today we have to talk about a
lifestyle.

In the table above, it is seen that as of 2019, a share of 209.5 billion dollars in
online e-commerce transactions is made for food and personal care products.
Today, this sector, which has an annual volume of more than 120 billion dollars in
the world, has grown into a business field that grows with an average annual
growth rate of approximately 20% in the world, and where large players and
expectations are formed. By 2023, it is calculated that the volume of the sector
will reach over 200 billion dollars in the world.
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Similarly, the demand for online food ordering and food distribution services has
increased exponentially in our country, and the transaction volume of the sector
has reached around 400 million dollars (2.3 billion TL) annually. Moreover, the
growth rate of the sector in our country is twice as high (40%) as in the world.
The rapid growth of the sector, the profit margins up to 10% to 30%; international
companies have emerged in this field, in many countries has led to the expansion
of purchase or organized. In 2015, the largest software and online distribution
network, which is the domestic enterprise in our country, was sold to an
international food and food distribution company called Delivery Hero in 2015
with a serious figure of 579 million dollars. Today, given the value expressed in
approximately 1 billion dollars, it will be possible to see a picture of the market
and the future in our country.
The arena, which has been updated with the increase in customer-oriented
approaches and the introduction of more new technologies, will continue to be
stronger in the future.

We see Turkey's growth rate as in other sectors in the world rankings Although he
did not enter the food distribution growth rate of the world rankings in the table
above. Our country, which ranks 4th with its growth rate, still has a market with
inactive potential.
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MAJOR PLAYERS IN THE WORLD
UBER EATS
was founded in 2014 by Uber which provides online
taxi services. It serves 130 thousand restaurants in 25
countries. UberEats, one of the largest food
distribution organizations in the world, provides
catering services to customers in millions of days.

GRUB HUB
Grubhub is an American company operating in more
than 1,600 cities in the USA and London and working
with more than 85,000 restaurants. Grub Hub, which
delivers food, entered the online food distribution
sector in 2013 and today distributes more than 60% of
its orders via online or mobile systems.

JUST EAT
It was established in 2001 in England. Today it has a
network of more than 85 thousand restaurants in 13
countries.
In addition to their takeaway services, online or on-site
payment systems, you can find the opportunity to review
through their systems, you can find the chance to reach
the restaurant. Just Eat is one of the most successful food
distribution companies in the world. It serves nearly 25
million customers and distributes nearly 200 million
orders every year.
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DELIVEROO
Deliveroo was founded in 2013 and mainly operates in
Europe and Asia. Today it serves more than 30,000
food distributors in more than 200 cities. Deliveroo
works especially with restaurants that do not have a
distribution network and receives services on both
sides (restaurant and customer). It competes with Uber
Eats as its business model.

MEITUAN WAIMAI
Meituan Waimai is the largest food and food
distribution company operating in China and Asia. The
company holds 40% of China's food distribution market
and operates in 300 major cities such as Beijing,
Shanghai, Hangzhou, and Guangzhou. With its mobile
applications, it provides access to all kinds of foods
including fruit, drinks, food, and distribution network
organization with a business model of Uber Eats and
Deliveroo style.
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WHY ONLINE FOOD ORDERING
Hedonic Motivation;
Hedonism can be expressed as a pleasure-oriented approach to consumption. The
consumer is always in a desire for the product and consumption that will delight
him. This desire will make her choices emotional and will be beneficial and
pleasurable when their desires are met. At this point, the pleasure and pleasure of
shopping come to the forefront rather than being cost-effective.
Instead of going to a restaurant or order by phone, we will be able to combine the
tastes at different points with online order instead of being limited to the food
options at a single point. Hedonic desire is one of the reasons why online ordering
is preferred. Because with a few keystrokes we enjoy a meal weave a table within
minutes we reach, do not bother to make hours, do not think of the dish.

Time-Saving;
Online options are ideal for people who are busy with their daily business life, who
cannot leave an office or workplace or are trapped in an isolated campus
environment during their academic study. Or your tired home and your wife works
if you don't have enough energy and time to cook
At the same time, even with a vehicle in the city life to move between two points,
parking problems, fuel consumption, including the costs spent to reach the
desired time and money, this online order can occur may cost more than the
commission differences.
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Price saving;
The customer will be able to make price comparisons. The customer will be able
to choose these options if they have lower operating costs and therefore have
the chance to reach places that can compete in price.
Generally, due to the fact that commission values are reflected in the price in
some restaurants in the online food order for the customer, even though the
amount of the product is higher than the physical price in the restaurant, the
places with high density, the franchises organize special campaigns for online
transactions, and the commission rates are regulated by the companies that
provide services for these types of places. In general, this is positively reflected
the customer.

Utilization Factor;
The option to post-order evaluation allows the person to share his experience
and pleasure with others to give a guiding effect. While this is effective for other
individuals to give online orders, these assessments enable the respective
service providers to renew themselves. Thus, the service and product quality in
customer selection can be made according to these evaluations, restaurants will
be directed to more specific approaches in online service.
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Online Pre-Shopping Experience;
When consumers experience online purchases, they tend to revisit the same site.
The online user experience is motivating and attractive for the person. After the
practical application, the customer will gain the experience of making the next
purchase easily.
One of the steps that will reinforce these experiences is the development of the
site with customer-oriented, easy mobile applications and easy application
menus. If the customer is going to make purchases for the first time, site design,
sufficient technical information about the product, reasonable price and
commission rates will determine the preferences.

Tendency to Repurchase;
Repeating the same process for the customer who has experienced online
shopping becomes fun and easy. Likewise, for the customer who has the fear of
making transactions over the internet, the pleasure will be greater after a secure
shopping transaction.
There is a positive relationship between online communication with the
consumer and intention to buy again, which increases the customer's loyalty
level and strengthens the relationship with the relevant site.
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THE DECENTRALIZED ECONOMY
One of the blockchain's most salient features is decentralization. What does that
mean and why is it important? Think of it this way. If someone keeps cash,
bullion, or gems under their mattress, one robber can reduce that nest egg to
zero in a single night. If most of one's assets are stored in a financial institution, a
failure within that institution can potentially wipe out everything. While it won't
help secure a mattress, the inherent decentralization of blockchain addresses this
institutional problem by creating a fault-tolerant, widely-distributed repository for
its assets that eliminates any single point of failure.

The Distributed Model
Instead of storing an account on a single corporate server, copies of each asset
transaction are distributed to every node (computer) on the blockchain network.
For example, the bitcoin network averages nearly ten thousand nodes on its
network at all times. That means there are ten thousand copies of each investor's
wealth distributed around the world. If one copy is lost or damaged, it is
essentially meaningless. Every block on each computer on the entire network
would have to be tampered with at the same moment for the blockchain to be
compromised.
This fundamental change in the way financial assets are stored adds an entirely
new dimension to the security of cryptocurrency assets (more on this in a
minute). Perhaps just as importantly, though, it serves as a proof-of-concept for
the longer-term implications of blockchain and decentralization across numerous
industries and government functions. Though some critics point out the potential
obstacles to scaling up a blockchain network, these nay-sayers generally represent
long-established enterprises who would be the most recalcitrant advocates for
the status quo.
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Forward thinkers and visionaries, however, see the blockchain paradigm as
representing the future of global information technology. In fact, in a 2015 paper,
Marcella Atzori intriguingly described blockchain as "a disruptive innovation with
a wide range of applications, potentially able to redesign our interactions in
business, politics, and society at large."

Eliminating the Middleman
One "disruptive" feature and one of the most obvious benefits of blockchain
decentralization is the elimination of middlemen as the brokers of critical data,
who tend to slow or even obstruct the business processes they are intended to
support. No longer is a bank, a financial institution, a government, or other
institution the "owner" and "arbiter" of all transactions. Decentralization leads to
the democratization of information and obviates the need for, and costs
associated with, the ubiquitous centralization model. The lack of dependency on
these third-party actors streamlines business while reducing costs.
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BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
The 21st century is all about technology. With the increasing need for
modernization in our day-to-day lives, people are open to accepting new
technologies. From using a remote for controlling devices to using voice notes for
giving commands; modern technology has made space in our regular lives.
Technologies like augmented reality and IOT that have gained pace in the past
decade and now there's a new addition to the pack i.e. Blockchain Technology.

TRACEABILITY

TRANSPARENCY

EFFICIENCY

AUDITABILITY

COLLABORATION

SECURITY

The technology known as the blockchain has grown fast in the last few years and
provides a different solution to many problems faced by the new social
organization. The suite and concept bring significant advantages over the
nowadays frameworks and existing applications.
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BLOCKCHAIN AND FOODSEC
Blockchain is the name of a revolution that will determine the future of the digital
ecosystem. In addition to being one of the infrastructures of crypto money
technology, it is also an alternative digital recording and network model that
provides security, approval, and communication of data in public relations as well
as storage of all records in this environment.
Blockchain is referred to as digital distributed ledger technology as a data
structure. In this system, no institution determines the server systems and 3rd
party relations that store the data in a certain central structure, all the computers
in the network are renewed and updated simultaneously. Therefore, keeping
distributed and encrypted data on a common network ensures its security with
sharp lines. Modification, such as data stored in a server system, prevents the
occurrence of playing on the record or hacking.
First of all, the integration of the Yemeğini Seç application with the blockchain
system will ensure that the stakeholders can access the data formed within the
business cycle transparently within their jurisdiction. In this way, the real
workflow and business-oriented revenues will be transferred to
yemekginisec.com partners without external intervention. The Blockchain data
structure will provide transparency and reliability in accounting, revenue-oriented
and formal transactions.
Manufacturer

processor

Regulator
BLOCKCHAIN NETWORK

Grower

Consumer

Shipper
Retailer
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The application will provide the customer with the opportunity to pay with crypto
money options, integrated into its stock exchange system and the possibility of
formalizing it will provide the advantages of being a first in this sense.
As a customer-based innovation, there will be experience sharing or customer
form and scoring corner to be stored in the blockchain system. Online food
ordering systems, which usually work with large franchises, prefer to give good
reviews or points despite the bad services of the relevant big restaurants, hiding
the criticisms or bad comments made by the customer to these big restaurant
networks. Our system will share the right information and comments with its
customer-oriented and non-intervention blog system.

WHY WE CHOSE BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Degree of transparency
Blockchain technology offers a degree of transparency and ensures transitional
accountability, increasing confidence all around.
Data written on the blockchain cannot be deleted. Therefore, all transactions
carried out can be seen by our token holders.

Decentralization
Blockchain technology breaks away from share equities and involves crypto
holders to proactively determine its value, working in hand with participating
business entities.

Captures the interests of investors
Blockchain technology has a lot of promising features. Among its great features, it
has the innovating power to capture the interest of investors, consumers, and top
business entities.
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DGPE TOKEN
The DGPE tokens will be an Ethereum-based token. The token is a digital asset,
bearing value set on its underlying assets, properties, or associated rights.
Ethereum-based tokens rely on a well-established Ethereum infrastructure,
benefiting from several advantages:
• Security and predictability (as opposed to, for example, having to run an
independent blockchain
network);
• Use of robust and well-supported clients (Ethereum-based tokens can be
managed with Official
Ethereum Clients);
• High liquidity (interchangeable with other Ethereum-based tokens or Ether),
easier listing on
exchanges with infrastructure already in place.
DGPE tokens were created for internal and external payments of the Yemeğini Seç
platform. They will also be accepted for payment of fees on other marketplace
services. DGPE tokens will be integrated into the Yemeğini Seç platform to ensure
maximum trade flow. As the number of active users grows, the value of a token
usually increases.
In compliance with the current online commerce trends, online payments with
DGPE tokens on the Yemeğini Seç platform will be made through smart-contract
deals, which will result in the safest transactions.
Our Yemeğini Seç platform will feature a fast and easy ordering interfaces with
multi-currency wallet and the option to pay with cryptocurrency and fiat. It will be
possible to buy food anywhere in the world by holding DPGE tokens without any
middleman involved. The value of DGPE tokens, like any other cryptocurrency, will
be determined by people's willingness to accept them as the payment for their
products and services.
Dividends will be paid out each month to our investors, we will buy our token from
our exchange and airdrop to our investors. This will ensure that we have a highvolume trade each month and in turn increase the price of our token.
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TOKEN INFORMATION
Token name: Digital People
Hardcap: USD 10,000,000

Token symbol: DGPE
Softcap: USD 1,000,000

Token supply: 230,000,000
Token price: 0.10 cent

TOKEN ALLOCATION
Amount
100,000,000
17,000,000
25,000,000

Allocation
Sale
Sales bonus

18,000,000
12,000,000
8,000,000
7,000,000
5,000,000
37,000,000

Founder
Team
Advisors
Marketing advisors
Strategic business partners
Marketing(Airdrop, social bounty, social media
buys)
Charity

1,000,000

Monthly bonus

ACQUIRE DGPE BONUS
To improve user involvement and exchange vitality, DGPE is going to award
incentive bonus, 50% of the exchange income will be distributed to DGPE token
holders also, Token holders after the ICO will get 4.16% monthly bonus for
6months once the platform launch and starts profiting. This means that token
holders are a huge part of your project and as such will be reward with bonuses.
To obtain the monthly bonus, users would need to deposit their DGPE into
International Crypto Exchange, Then the platform will conduct accounting and
award bonuses based on the DGPE holdings in the user's account. The bonus
gained by users will directly put to their DGPE wallet in the corresponding
currency. Community is the key to this project. Our goal is to bring in thousands of
token holders along with thousands of restaurants into our system. This would
propel our business to the next level and token holders will get 50% of the profit
from our system.
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MARKETING STRATEGY
Our marketing team has analyzed our marketing strategy and deemed it best to
start with following strategies
 Traffic Buying: Millions of people use the Internet nowadays mainly to seek
information. We will focus on targeted advertisements that will immediately
appeal to potential customers' perception of value. We will run massive
advertising campaigns on the most popular search engines & social networks in
certain targeted nations including:
• Google AdWords
• Bing
• Naver (Korea)
• Yahoo (Japan)
• Instagram
• Twitter
• Facebook ... and more
 Direct crypto and blockchain advertising networks: While more big search
engines are going to block advertisements for ICO or cryptocurrencies, we will
find better alternatives including blockchain advertising networks and local
blockchain media, including:
• Global crypto media: Coinmarketcap, Crypto Compare, 99Bitcoins, Coin
Telegraph, CoinDesk, etc.
• Advertising networks: CoinTraffic.io, adBTC.top, PopAds.net,
PropellerAds.com, BitcoAdz.io, etc.
• Local blockchain media: For brand awareness, we will buy media from the
most effective local media companies to leverage our strong local network and
deep understanding of local markets.
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A breakdown of The whole works is listed below;

Social Media
Create and manage communities on
Telegram, Twitter, Facebook and
YouTube.
Press Releases
Publish press releases and articles on
popular media outlets.

ICO Listing
Get Listed on popular ICO Listing
websites.

Ads Campaign
Use Facebook, Twitter and Google
ads Campaigns.
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ICO TIMELINE
Phase
Private Sale

Date
15 Nov to 31
Dec
Pre Sale
1 Jan to 14 Feb
General Sale 15 Feb to 30
April

Tokens
20,000,000

Bonus
30%

Total Token Sale
26,000,000

30,000,000
50,000,000

20%
10%

36,000,000
55,000,000

Total: 100,000,000 Tokens +17,000,000 Bonus = 117,000,000 Tokens

ROADMAP
Q1 2019
 Team Formation
 Development Roadmap
 Project Announcement
 ICO Development
 Food Platform Client Side

Q3 2019
 ICO Launch
 Private Sale
 Pre Sale
 Telegram Community
 Food Platform Alpha
Version

Q1 2020
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 Project Envision
 Market Research
 Business Model
Development
 Brand and Concept
 Whitepaper v1.0

Q2 2019
 Food Platform Restaurant
Side
 Food Platform Mobile Apps
 Starting Crypto Exchange

Q4 2019
 General Sale
 Sales Team visiting
Restaurants
 Marketing Campaign
Planning
 Food Platform Beta Version
 Crypto Exchange Alpha
Version
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Q2 2020
 Launch Food Ordering
Platform (Yemeğini Seç)
 Crypto Exchange Testing
 Marketing for Crypto
Exchange & Merchant App
 Sales Team visiting businesses
for Merchant

Q4 2020

 Finish Token Sale
 Food Platform Testing
 Crypto Exchange Beta
Version
 Starting Merchant App
Development
 Marketing for Food
Platform (Yemeğini Seç)

Q3 2020
 Launch Crypto
Exchange & Merchant
App
 Global Marketing Plan
 Social Media &
Influencers
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PROJECT SUMMARY
Our aim is to establish cryptocurrencies in millions of people’s everyday lives, and
in order for cryptocurrency to become an integrated part of everyone’s daily life,
it needs to be easy for everyone to This is the very reason we have created three
high volume real business models; the Yemeğini Seç platform, the merchant app,
and the international crypto exchange. All three are high volume project that will
generate massive profits. unlike most ICO's that are software based companies,
we do real life businesses, and our DGPE token fuels these real life businesses
and in turn generate massive profits. All profits will be shared amongst token
holder and investors.

Yemeğini Seç platform
The Yemeğini Seç platform is a blockchain-based online food ordering platform,
equipped with the latest business ideas and blockchain technology aims to build a
transparent and reliable partnership with customers, suppliers, and restaurants
combined.
among the major players serving in the field of online food and food distribution,
whose consumption is becoming widespread and transformed into a lifestyle,
Yemeğini Seç aims to gain regular monthly income from the surplus-value to their
partners and gain from the crypto assets of the company they hold.
The Yemeğini Seç is to be built on a broad Participatory partnership base and is to
have an active role in all aspects of stakeholder growth and development, the
integration of Blockchain technology into the system will ensure a transparent,
reliable service approach and will be implemented with the latest innovations,
these basically distinguish Yemeğini Seç from other major players in the food
distribution platform in Turkey and will also enable the system to achieve its
future goals and to gain significant shares from the sector.
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Yemeğini Seç features
 Bonus point on reviews: The Yemeğini Seç platform will offer rewarding
bonuses to customers for every review submitted.
 Discount on review: Restaurants gets a discount on the commission they pay
for good reviews to encourage them
 GPS tracking: our platform will support a GPS tracking system. This will enable
buyers to track their delivery, know the exact time it will take for their delivery
to arrive.
 Smart module: with the smart module integration on our platform, we will be
able to suggest foods to you based on your frequently requested order (If you
order pizza mostly, we show you the pizza deals. If you order burgers regularly,
we show you burger deals).
 Last-minute deals: with the last-minute deals, Restaurants can put up their
deals. Let's say they have cheesecake and it's about the expire the next day.
Therefore, they can offer discount %50 to sell it that day rather than throwing
it away.
 Social responsibility project: restaurants on our platform can signal to inform
us about their leftovers. these left-over foods will be collected and given to
people in need every night.
 Backgammon game: our platform will feature a backgammon game where
two people will play this game and the loser will buy the other one a dessert
or a meal.
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Yemeğini Seç application will be supplied with DGPE ICO water and the
participation values will be determined accordingly. Unlike other ICO offers,
Yemeğini Seç will be demonstrating its software and technology on the online
platform with the ICO supply. Participants will have the opportunity to explore
and test more than an imaginary business idea.
The application to be put into service with the end of ICO sales with the system
in customer-oriented easy mobile (Android and IOS) applications, During the ICO
process, a forum and Chat system will be set up for the intellectual participation
of the participants in the application.
In addition to the serious promotions and advantages of participation, the
system will be promoted through social media, media, and social activities, with
the emphasis on professionally disseminating the practice.
Yemeğini Seç aims to increase the number of participants as customers and
suppliers. To achieve this, it will finance a professional sales and promotional
team, offering businesses and users more attractive offers and commission rates,
making the system attractive to users with special recycling and bonuses. The
aim will be to increase the value of the company and ensure the exponential
growth of the deposits held by the investor.
The operation of the system will be determined according to the crypto assets
held, and the voting pool on the blockchain will be used in making serious
decisions. The operation will be coordinated by a professional and auditable
team in the sector.
Steps will be taken according to the progress of the process to show the power of
our software, which also has language support, in the international arena at the
time of work as well as growing in the sector with domestic and foreign
employees who have gained experience in market conditions.
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Marketplace
Yemeğini Seç platform is building an essential marketplace that connects hungry
buyers with restaurants near them. With the integration of blockchain
technology, creating a transparent and trustworthy platform, buyers will analysis
their options based on reviews (because of the smart contract only delivered
orders can be reviewed) and then place their orders and have them delivered to
their homes.
On the other hand, we will have restaurants processing their orders, preparing
them and making delivery. As a system that merges both sides, it's important to
us the provide the best kind of services that impresses both parties.

1

1

SEARCH

COOK

Yemeğini Seç
2

2
DELIVER

ORDER

3

RECEIVE ORDER

3
EAT

Architecture
the architecture of the Yemeğini Seç platform will consist of two layers, the
blockchain layer, and the Yemeğini Seç platform layer.
all transactions, payments and the storage of logical rules through smart
contracts will be carried out on the blockchain layer. Through the blockchain
layer taxes and payments will be executed, given all transparency to the
project.
the Yemeğini Seç layer will also be a decentralized layer, through this layer the
restaurants could register and actualize their menu and prices, the users could
search what they want to eat. With this second layer, we will develop the layer
to be a user-friendly one.
INDENTIFICATION
REWARD
REVIEWS
BLOCKCHAIN
LAYER
AGREEMENT
PAYMENTS
INCENTIVE PROGRAMS

WEB APPLICATIONS
CHATS AND BOTS
CUSTOMERS SUPPORTS

Yemeğini Seç LAYER

SEARCH EGINE
FILES PROVIDING
TRACKING
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Wide Participation System
The online food and food distribution factor in our country will have a cake of
approximately $600 million in 2021. However, to gain a good place among the
big companies operating in this field and to get a serious share from this big
cake, it will not be enough to be strong in software or finance.
In this sense, it will be possible to define Yemeğini Seç not only as a business or
professional software but also as a revolution of growth and winning together
by acting with a mass-partnered model in the field of business.
At this point, it will bring rapid growth and rapid value increase in the efforts of
the people who are partners of the system in this field as well as the big
promotion investments to reach the customer mass and the supplier, to attract
them into the system, to transfer the content of the application and the practical
customer experience to other people . Not to be a family or boss company and
to have a well-organized large local audience will bring significant gains and
regular income to the stakeholders of yemekginiSec.com in a short time.
Yemeğini Seç is the growing name and as well as creating our future by acting
together with strong and new technology.
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INTERNATIONAL CRYPTO EXCHANGE:
we haven't decided on a name for our exchange yet. The name of our exchange
will be decided by our community before launching via an online survey all
investors will have to register for our new exchange. our Crypto Exchange offers
intensive cryptocurrency exchange with BTC, ETH, USDT being the starting pair
and our DGPE Token will be listed on our exchange.
At the start, we will be considering listing the top 20 cryptocurrencies on the
Coinmarketcap firstly then other cryptocurrencies can follow suite via listing
application and so on. Cryptocurrencies added on our exchange can be easily
deposited and withdrawn following users' directives. Users can easily deposit any
supported cryptocurrency to our platform without any deposit fee as requested
by many other exchanges in the market. Following the same course, users can
withdraw their crypto assets to their wallets any time they feel like with a very
reduced fee, depending on the blockchain network. Monthly income will be
distributed on our exchange like a master node.

Exchange features
 Cold and secure storage of funds: Our cold storage methods assure complete
security of the user's fund. This allows users to have their funds safe in cold
storage that is considered the highest level of security. Smart captchas and
2FAs add to the overall security.
 Portfolio Management: The Exchange also provides easy access to useful
market information for the user through portfolio management tools. It
enables users to easily track the value of their coins, both individually and as
part of their whole portfolio of currencies.
 Multi-Device Support: Our exchange will support all web browsers, Android &
IOS platforms, HTML5, and other platforms making it compatible for all the
devices.
 Multi-Lingual Support: Our responsive customer support team will
communicate in the Turkish and English languages. The platform will allow the
addition of more languages based on the third source of interpretation.
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International Crypto Exchange will use the DGPE token as it’s standard native
Currency for the exchange. All coins could be paired against it and users holding
the token can pay trading fees with it. It will have a ﬁxed supply of 200million
tokens.
Token Use on Exchange:
The DGPE Token may be used on the exchange for the following purposes;
Exchange Pairs: DGPE Token will be exchange pair against every coin on the
exchange.
 Trading Fees: Users who have DGPE Token on our exchange can choose to use
it as trading fee on the platform. Meaning that the fees will be charged from
the DGPE Token they hold. Also, an additional percentage of discount will be
applied for all users who use our token as trading fees.
 Holding Benefits: Airdrops of other tokens listed on the exchange will be
distributed based on the number of tokens users hold on the exchange.
 Dust conversion: As DGPE Token users trade between different
cryptocurrencies, they will accumulate “dust”, amounts of cryptocurrency that
are too small to trade or withdraw since they are smaller than the applicable
fees. International Crypto Exchange offers an option to convert all a user’s
different cryptocurrency “dust” to DGPE Token and receive a sum of
cryptocurrency that is usable.
Fee Structure on the Exchange:
 Trade fee: A fixed 0.2% fee will be charged for marker and taker on the
platform which is not subject to increase but can be reduced by 25% when the
users decides to use DGPE Token to pay for fees.
 Withdrawal Fee: A little charge will be taken for all withdrawal on the
platform. This withdrawal fee will be dependent on the blockchain.
Listing Fee: Listing fee will be charged from project who wish to list their
cryptocurrency on the platform. This listing fee, Projects can choose to pay with
our Token or BTC.
 Conversion Fee: Fees will be charged for currency conversion such as
cryptocurrency to fiat and from one fiat to another.
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THE MERCHANT APP (CRYPTO ACCEPTANCE POINT):
we are focused on having a deep understanding of our users, what they need,
what they value, their abilities and also their limitations. This is why we will
create a very clean user interface. With a well-studied design and the best color
composition, the merchant app is basically a mobile app where customers can
make payments to local restaurants and shops with crypto currency. Payments by
our customer will be made through cryptocurrencies which in turn will be
exchanged to fiat on our exchange and fiat will be given to our merchant.
We will come up with a Mobile App where customers can pay merchants via QR
code scanning. At the moment in Turkey there is no system that Merchants can
accept Crypto as a form of payment this is why we believe that is great
development not only for our project but for our country at large.
The merchant app creates an avenue for customers and merchants to exchange
goods and services in real life using cryptocurrency. With lots of restaurants on
the Yemeğini Seç platform and lots of users on our exchange, customers can shop
at different businesses on the merchant app and when it’s time to pay they scan
the QR code and choose a method of payment. The merchant app will feature
available restaurants in the customer’s area. Simultaneously, the map service in
the app determines the predicted time of delivery range for each restaurant
considering order volumes, distance and supplier availability. If the customer has
selected a restaurant, the shopping cart can be put together checked again and a
method to pay can be chosen. Then the delivery details, the shopping cart and
the price included transaction fees are displayed. After a final check the
transaction can be performed. The customer gets the confirmation of transaction
and the delivery process starts to show up.
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Payment
Our goal is to create a customer friendly experience with cryptocurrencies, we glad
to announce that our merchant app will feature a QR code scanning payment
system, customer who make purchases will scan QR codes and payments will be
made. No commissions will be charged for customers and businesses who use our
token for transaction. We want to provide the opportunity of using
cryptocurrencies as simple as possible in sense of mass adaption. Instead of paying
hefty bank-enforced transaction fees, customers and even the smallest of
companies will be able to save money and carry out quicker transactions using our
technology.
Customer visits
store

Picks order and pays
with DGPE token

Customer scans
bar code and
makes payment

QR code generated by
merchant app

Purchase details and
customer info/settings
displayed

BLOCKCHAIN
Validate customer
settings

YES

Gateway shows
that payment
was successful

Notify customer
based on his
settings

Update customer
trust level

NO

Cancel purchase

Store deal
conditions

Display why
payment was
unsuccessful

Update delivery
trust level
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Delivery process
After the order- and payment process has been completed, the delivery process
begins. Customers are even eligible to order delivery to their doorstep, can even
stroll out for pick up or book a table to eat in the restaurant. The deliverer gets the
order confirmation while the restaurant prepares the order. The both protocols
interact insofar as the pickup time of the dish can be predicted. In the meantime,
the courier can drive to the restaurant and use the displayed route. After the
courier has reached the restaurant a quantity visual inspection takes place. The
courier validates whether the ordered number of dishes and drinks is correct.
There is no need for the courier to check for absolute correctness because this is
the restaurant’s responsibility and would make an efficient process impossible.
After completing the visual inspection, the courier signs the goods’ acceptance.
Then the courier will be led to the customer with the help of the external map
service. If the courier has reached the destination, the delivery takes place. The
customer checks whether the order is quantitatively complete and signs the goods’
acceptance to finish the delivery process. Thereupon, commissions are transfers to
the courier. The payment for the restaurant is blocked for approximately two hours
via time lock. During that time slot the customer has the chance to open an
additional claim. If no customer reaction happens, the money will be transferred to
the restaurant after the time lock has been expired.
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